Unlocking your hidden potential
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SquareOne

Introduction
SquareOne is among the UK’s leading providers of IT training to businesses of all
shapes and sizes. Established more than 20 years ago, the company has worked with
leading corporate clients including Esso, Henkel and Iveco as well as organisations
such as Urenco, the Health & Safety Executive and Wirral Council. It also provides
computer training to a number of fast growing small and medium sized businesses.

We are based in the North West of England, but

overhead projectors, whiteboards and Wi-Fi.

provide cutting edge IT training to businesses

Alternatively, we can come to your business,

and organisations across the UK and Europe.

bringing with us our mobile IT classroom.

Our company runs a comprehensive range

Whether you come to us or we visit you, our

of training courses, seminars and workshops

client pledge remains the same: To deliver

depending upon the individual needs of its

inspiring, motivational and cost effective

clients.

training which brings about tangible
improvements in productivity. Through our
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Training sessions can be held at our state-of-

training courses, individuals are able to gain

the art facility in Merseyside where all of our

lifelong skills and realise their full potential while

training rooms are fully equipped with laptops,

clients achieve their corporate goals.

Our pledge is
to deliver inspiring,
motivational and cost
effective training which
brings about tangible
improvements in
productivity. Through
our training courses,
individuals are able
to gain lifelong skills
and realise their
full potential while
clients achieve their
corporate goals.

Our Services
We tailor our training to suit the needs of our clients, but in general it breaks down into
seven different areas:
• Classroom Training
• Show and Tell Sessions
• Customised Upgrade Workshops
• Consultancy

• Lunch and Learn Sessions
• Training to Combat RSI
• Large Scale Corporate Rollout Projects

Show and Tell
Show and Tell sessions are the same as Lunch

remaining time is available for our trainer to

and Learn, the difference being that they are

work with staff at their individual work stations or

presented during the normal working day.

to answer questions on Microsoft Office in the

We will provide a trainer to visit your premises

company’s training room.

for the day and deliver one or two sessions. The

Classroom Training

Training to combat RSI

Courses are delivered in a relaxed and informal atmosphere, utilising the very latest IT
facilities. Class sizes are small which we believe allows for maximum interaction between
trainer and delegate. Every course begins with the SquareOne trainer discussing with
delegates what they hope to get out of their course. We then set about not only trying to
meet these needs, but exceeding them.

SquareOne’s trainers now provide dedicated training sessions to help companies
combat the menace of Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) caused by using a computer.

Classroom training courses can take place in
three formats as follows:

because of the increasing use of laptops and

Open Course at SquareOne’s state-of-the-art
training centre with delegates from different
organisations. These courses take place on
scheduled dates;
Closed Course at SquareOne’s state-of-the-art
training centre with delegates only from your
organisation. These courses can be arranged
for your preferred dates.
Closed Course at your organisation’s premises
on your preferred dates. This gives you and your

staff maximum learning time without the added
travel, so staff can use their time effectively pre
and post-course.
Our Top Ten courses are:
• Microsoft Excel
• Microsoft PowerPoint
• Microsoft Outlook
• Microsoft SharePoint
• Microsoft Word
• Microsoft Access
• Microsoft Office Overview
• AutoCAD
• Microsoft Project
• Dreamweaver

Lunch and Learn Sessions

As many as two thirds of workers are believed

teaching them keyboard techniques and

to suffer from RSI, costing £300 million in lost

shortcuts which significantly reduce the

working hours, and the problem is getting worse

use of the mouse.

smartphones for remote working.

The issue is tackled during an interactive
seminar which can cater for up to 100 people.

RSI covers a range of work-related upper limb
problems, which can affect the hands, wrists,

Among the companies and organisations to

neck, arms and upper back. SquareOne’s

benefit from our RSI classes are Sellafield Ltd,

trainers are helping companies and their

the Health & Safety Executive and Merseyside

employees combat the problem of RSI by

Police.

Customised Upgrade Workshops
The SquareOne team provides many of our

that whether you are upgrading to a new

clients with customised upgrade training

version of Windows, Microsoft Office or

sessions. These can take the form of a

Microsoft Outlook we can offer you the

workshop, lunch and learn, seminar or full day

complete solution from start to finish.

course depending on your requirements and

We appreciate that many companies would

Our “Lunch and Learn” sessions are suitable

like to build IT training into their hectic business

for delegates with all levels of knowledge. The

schedules, but often find it difficult to free up

training is usually less formal and structured

time during the cut and thrust of the working

than normal, giving a more dynamic and

day.

interactive approach.

As a result, SquareOne has created its “Lunch

Our “Lunch and Learn” sessions can be

and Learn” format which allows delegates to

tailored to suit either a small group or up to 100

receive short, intensive training literally during

delegates.

available budget.

Our sessions are very specific - rather than
teaching new skills we focus on showing you

Our upgrade sessions are completely

and your team how to use day-to-day features

customised to your organisation. This means

in new versions of software.

their lunch-hour.
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Large Scale Corporate Rollout Projects
We are experienced in working alongside large corporations on major IT rollouts and
complex development projects. Often organisations decide to update their IT system
on a large scale across the company in order to ensure that the business is fit for
purpose for many years to come.
SquareOne can manage such periods of

Our specific services include:

transition by delivering and project managing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

training and consultancy to meet the specific
needs of your company.
We understand that every customer is different
and customise our services accordingly.
We also understand the different needs and
training styles depending upon countries
and locations.
Whether you are upgrading to a new version
of Windows or Microsoft Office, migrating
from Lotus Notes to Outlook or implementing
SharePoint as your information management
system, we can offer you the complete solution
from start to finish.

Project Management;
Training Needs Analysis;
Scheduling;
Course Design;
Customised Course Material;
Quick Reference Cards;
Lead Trainers;
Trainers;
Train the Trainer;
Seminar Delivery;
Classroom Delivery;
Lunch and Learn Sessions;
Clinics;
Workshops;
Walkabouts;
Consultancy;
Post Course Support.

SquareOne’s trainers are among the most experienced and successful trainers in the
UK and Europe.

Consultancy

They begin by understanding completely the

We firmly believe that the key to successful information technology lies in
understanding the business challenges, end user requirements and critical success
factors belonging to an organisation.
Our consultants are on hand to work in

We provide our clients with top advice and then

partnership with you and your company to

work with them throught the decision making

advise how best to use technology to meet

process, implementation and delivery of the

your business objectives.

solution to achieve a tangible business result.

requirements of the delegates on their course
and then set out not only to match, but exceed
them. They are also extremely adaptable and,
if they feel the need to do so, can amend the
pace, design or content of a course to ensure
that it is precisely tailored to the company or
delegate’s needs.
All SquareOne trainers have the following skills
and qualifications:
• Certified Microsoft Office Trainer (MOUSE) or
equivalent;
• Outstanding presentation skills;

• Equally confident delivering to small groups
and larger groups of delegates;
• First-class “floor walker” skills with the ability
to provide all-round product knowledge of
the Microsoft Office Suite;
• Experienced in writing tailored course notes,
training manuals and quick guides to meet
client requirements.
Even more importantly, our trainers are:
• Friendly and personable;
• Reliable and punctual;
• Good at using their own initiative;
• Always aware of the importance of health
and safety.

• At least 10 years’ experience of working in
the IT training industry;
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SquareOne works with clients ranging from large private sector corporations and public
sector organisations through to fast growing small and medium-sized businesses. Our
case studies demonstrate how we work in partnership with our clients to bring about
positive and measurable change.

One Major Oil & Gas Company, Seven Countries, 6,500 users…
SquareOne won a prestigious contract to support one of the world’s largest oil and
gas companies with the roll-out of laptops to its employees and introduction of
Microsoft Office 2010 to all users. The project involved SquareOne training 5,000 users
in the UK and Ireland and a further 1,500 users in Scandinavia.
The Project
SquareOne was able to deliver this extensive

In addition, SquareOne’s attention to detail

training programme thanks to its established

included training employees on how to and

network of experienced trainers based in the

how not to carry a laptop bag. The company

UK and Europe.

was so impressed with this safety focussed
presentation by SquareOne Director Lisa

The contract saw us provide a comprehensive

McGinley that it now has been incorporated

package of services including:

into the Company’s Best Practice Guide.

• Microsoft Office 2010 training to staff

“Lisa McGinley has excellent training skills

migrating from Office 2003;

backed up by an in depth knowledge of the

Daresbury Laboratory
Daresbury Laboratory - now part of the Science and Technology Facilities Council supports scientists and engineers worldwide through its ground-breaking research.
SquareOne won an eight-year contract to supply computer training to scientists,
technicians and support staff at the laboratory in Cheshire, England.

• Lotus Notes to Outlook conversion training;

products that she trains on, including Microsoft

• Windows XP to Windows 7 Training;

Office. She is also an excellent organiser and

• Laptop Best Practice Guidelines;

leads her team of trainers very effectively.

• Remote Access Workshops;

I worked with Lisa for over a year during the

The Project

• Communicator / Live Meeting Training;

deployment of Windows 7, Office 2010 and

SquareOne’s team of trainers delivered

Training was delivered via a combination of

• Lunch and Learn Sessions to groups of 30+ staff;

the transition to Outlook for over 5000 users.

comprehensive IT training to Daresbury including

classroom courses, floor walks, one to ones

• SharePoint and New Information

The feedback from those being trained was

all aspects of Microsoft Office, SharePoint,

and Lunch and Learn sessions.

extremely positive.” - N Drake, Senior Analyst

AutoCAD, HTML Programming Language,

IT Infrastructure North Europe.

Photoshop and Web Design.

Management Strategy Training.

“SquareOne is always willing to find solutions
to problems we encounter with software,

We also project managed the contract from

whether simple or complex. Their trainers are

beginning to end, providing training schedules

personable, have high integrity and are experts

for staff, developing a database to record staff

in their field.” - William Lamb, CAD & IT Manager,

training and creating courses specific to this

Daresbury Laboratory.

client’s needs.
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Urenco
Nuclear fuels corporation Urenco contacted SquareOne after identifying an urgent
business need to improve efficiencies within its Learning and Development Team.
The Project
A SquareOne trainer, specialising in Excel,

the new functions. As a result of SquareOne’s

worked alongside the company to review the

work, we were made an approved supplier for

way in which the team used Excel software and

Urenco UK.

identified a number of areas for improvement.
“SquareOne’s recommendations are always
By adding in new functions to existing

practical, fit for purpose and have made a

spreadsheets, we were able to streamline the

significant improvement to our processes”

way in which staff were working with Excel. Staff

- Karen Green, Learning and Development

were then trained in how to make best use of

Manager, Urenco.

Our customers are our partners and together we
work to form exceptional training which makes a
difference. We are proud of their growth and know
that training is a large contributor to this.
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We have 20 years’ experience of
delivering quality IT Training Services
We are passionate about our business
and our customers
Our mobile classroom allows us to provide
training anywhere within the UK
SquareOne trainers are all experts within
their field
Our wide range of services can be adapted
to meet your needs
We have a satisfied customer base located
all over the UK and Europe
Our costs are competitive
Our customer feedback is second to none
as we always exceed expectations
Safety and the environment are integral to
our business
Our customers are our partners and we are
dedicated to their success

TENREASONS

ONECOMPANY

SQUAREONE

Contact Us

unleash your
hidden potential
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For more information about SquareOne
and the IT training services we offer, please
contact us by:

t. +44(0)151 650 6907
e. info@squareonetraining.com
a. Egerton House, 2 Tower Road,
Birkenhead, Merseyside CH41 1FN
1

Egerton House | 2 Tower Road | Birkenhead | Merseyside | CH41 1FN
t. +44(0)151 650 6907 f. +44(0)151 650 0777 e. info@squareonetraining.com
w. www.squareonetraining.com

